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A mathematical examination is made of the conservation equations in
a steady state chemostat system to determine which sets of nutrient up-
take and growth rate equations provide sufficient information to mathe-
matically define the system. All combinations except one are found to
be sufficient and it is noted that if these sets are computed from con-
sistent experimental data, then it must be possible to determine rela-
tionships between the model parameters which make the models equivalent
at steady state,
A summary of the more common uptake and growth equations is pre-
sented and a specific comparison is made between two of these on the
basis of both steady state chemostat data and the quasi-steady state
system of an exponentially growing batch culture. The models compared
are an externally controlled growth model using Monod's growth equation
and an internally controlled growth using Droopts cell quota model,
For these steady state systems the models are shown to be equivalent.
A simplified model is suggested for steady state systems in which
the external substrate concentration and cell quota are assumed to be in
equilibrium, eliminating the need for a nutrient uptake rate equation.
The expression used to relate them is hyperbolic in shape, The growth
rate equation used in this model is the one proposed by Droop (1968).
This model is shown to be equivalent to the externally and internally
controlled growth models at steady state.
A review is made of literature data to see what type of data has
been collected for these steady state systems. It is found to consist
primarily of uptake rate vs. substrate concentration for batch cultures
and growth rate vs, cell quota for steady state chemostats.
Experiments are performed to obtain sixteen chemostat steady states,
consisting of a four by four matrix of dilution rates and influent
nutrient concentrations for the marine diatom Skeletonema costatum in the
growth medium Aquil limited by nitrate. At each steady state the cell
concentration is measured and the cell quota calculated. A batch culture
experiment is performed to measure the maximum cell quota and growth rate
of the cells, The models are found to provide a good fit to the experi-
mental data and the average values for the model parameters are computed
to be-
half saturation constant for growth (K ) = 0.10 yM
half saturation constant for uptake (K ) = 0.45 yM
-9 -3 -1
maximum uptake rate (pm) = 2.06 x 10 imoles - pm - day or
m -7 -1 -1
2,46 x 10 moles - cell - day
maximum growth rate (ym = 1,30 day'
m -l
Droopts maximum growth rate parameter 1,40 day
-10 M-3
minimum cell quota (Kq) = 3,04 x 10 ymoles - um or
5,46 x 10-8 moles - cell
-9 -3
maximum cell quota (Qm) = 1,62 x 10 ymoles - ym or
1.89 x l0 Umoles - cell 1
Equilibrium constant (KE) = 0.45 yM
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INTRODUCTION
This analysis is concerned with the dynamics of nutrient uptake
and algal growth in steady-state systems, and it assumes that the
growth rate of the organisms is limited only by the concentration of a
single inorganic chemical nutrient. The effects of light intensity,
temperature, the concentration of other chemical species or any other
environmental parameters on these dynamics are not included in the
discussion.
1. THEORY OF ALGAL GROWTH DYNAMICS MODELLING
1.1 Qualitative Description of Chemostats
There are several different types of steady-state systems fre-
quently used to examine algal growth dynamics. The most common of these
is a chemostat. Briefly, a chemostat is a continuous culturing tech-
nique in which a steady state is achieved by adjusting the flow rates
into and out of the system to be constant and equal to each other and
by maintaining a constant concentration of inorganic chemical nutrients
in the influent growth medium. The important feature of a chemostat
which makes it a valuable experimental tool is that it enables the
experimenter to manipulate the growth rate of the cells simply by vary-
ing the hydraulic residence time of the culture. At steady state the
cell division rate is the reciprocal of the hydraulic residence time.
This enables the experimenter to measure the concentrations of the
various environmental and intracellular parameters for a whole range of
steady state growth rates. Using this technique, researchers have
formulated various mechanisms to explain which parameters are important
in controlling nutrient uptake and cell growth rates.
1.2 Conservation Equations
For nutrient limited growth of algae, it is necessary to specify
three conservation equations to adequately describe the system and
the ones most frequently chosen are for the amount of cell material
present with units of cell numbers, total cell volume, cell biomass
or other comparable concentration units depending upon the measuring
technique used; the second equation is for the external substrate con-
centration of the growth limiting nutrient with units of micromoles
per liter; the third equation is for the cell quota which is the con-
centration of the growth limiting nutrient within the cell with units
of micromoles per unit volume of cell material. The mathematical
formulations for these equations written for a continuous culture are
respectively:
dX = yX - DX (1)dt
dS_






where: X = cellular material concentration; cells- ,mI -E , etc.
t = time; days
y = specific growth rate of the cells; (reciprocal of time re-
quired for Naperian log cell concentration to increase by
one unit); days 1
D = dilution rate of a continuous culture (reciprocal of the
hydraulic residence time); days~1
S = external substrate concentration of the growth limiting
nutrient; yM
S = influent concentration in growth medium of the limiting
nutrient; yM
p = uptake rate of the growth limiting nutrient by the cells;
pmoles - cell^1 - day1 , pmoles - pm - day~1, etc.
Q = cell quota of growth limiting nutrient; pmoles - cell _,
pmoles - pm -3, etc.
Equations (1) and (3) can be considered as defining p and p mathe-
matically.
For a continuous culture operated at steady state, the time
derivatives in these three equations go to zero by the definitions of
a steady state and the set of equations reduces to:
p = D (4)
D(S0 - S) = pX (5)
p = y (6)
In this system of equations there are two independent variables and
five dependent ones. The independent variables are the dilution rate
and the concentration of the growth limiting nutrient in the influent
medium. The dependent variables are the cellular material concentra-
tion, the external substrate concentrations of the growth limiting
nutrient, the cell quota, the nutrient uptake rate and the growth rate
of the cells. Of these five, the first three represent physical para-
meters which can be determined through direct measurement whereas the
last two are material flux rates which are determined through compu-
tations involving the first three. Since there are five unknowns and
only three equations, two more equations, independent of the first three
are necessary to determine the system. Toward this end, researchers
have sought mechanisms for the material flux rates of the form:
p = p(SQ) (7)
P = P(S,Q) (8)
which combined with the three conservation equations would give an
accurate mathematical model of algal growth.
1.3 Types of Nutrient Uptake and Cell Growth Experiments
A variety of different types of experiments have been performed to
gather the necessary data to investigate the nutrient uptake and cell
growth mechanisms. In general, nutrient uptake studies have been done
using batch culture experiments and cell growth rate studies have been
done using chemostats. A typical nutrient uptake rate study consists
of spiking a flask containing a known concentration of cells with a
known amount of nutrient, incubating for a short period of time, fil-
tering out the cells and determining the concentration of the nutrient
remaining in the medium. A mass balance calculation then gives the
amount of nutrient taken up per unit of cell material per unit time.
Doing this for a variety of initial nutrient concentrations gives the
uptake rate as a function of the external substrate concentration.
Because in a chemostat it is possible to control the cell growth
rate directly, it is a convenient method of performing growth rate
studies. A typical study might consist of measuring the external
substrate concentration or cell quota for a series of steady state
growth rates and determining the relationship which exists between
them. One difficulty with this type of study is that for substrates
such as nitrate the steady state external concentrations are usually
near the limit of experimental detectability.
These are generally the types of data available in the literature
for uptake and growth studies and attempts have been made to interpret
these data in light of what is known about the physiological and bio-
chemical processes of algal cells.
1.4 Analysis of Various Models
A generalized comparison of possible p and y combinations can be
made on the basis of a hypothetical set of chemostat data of the form:
X = X(S ,D) (9)
Q = Q(SoD) (10)
S = S(S ,D) (11)
It should be noted here that at steady state it is only necessary to
measure two of these three variables since they are not independent.
If, as is indicated from the data in the literature, both the cell
quota and external substrate are independent of the influent nutrient
concentration at any fixed dilution rate, this data set can be simpli-
fied to:
X = X(S ,D) (12)
Q = Q(D) (13)
S = S(D) (14)
Combining two of these equations with the three conservation equations
for a chemostat provides a system of five equations with five dependent
variables. It is therefore possible to extract subsets of the pair of
equations p = p(SQ), yp = p(s,Q) which provide the necessary informa-
tion to make the system mathematically solvable. An example of this
type of solution technique for a cell quota growth model is demonstrated
here.
The five equations used in the analysis are:
p = D (4)
D(S - S) = pX (5)
p = y (6)
Q = Q(D) (13)
S = S(D) (14)
An equation relating the uptake rate to the external substrate concen-
tration is determined as follows;
S = S(D) -* D = D(S)
Q = Q(D) and D = D(S) + Q = Q(S)
D = D(S) + y = y(S)
Q = Q(S) and y = P(S) + p = p(S)
An equation relating the growth rate to the cell quota is determined
as follows;
Q = Q(D) + D = D(Q)
D = D(Q) + =(Q)
Therefore this analysis shows that the pair of equations p = p(S) and
y = p(Q) provide the necessary information to model algal growth
dynamics in a chemostat. By using this same type of analysis it can
be shown that the only subset of the p = p(SQ), p = p(SQ) pair of
equations which does not provide sufficient information is p = p(Q) and
y = y(Q) because they are not independent of equation (6).
This result is as expected since it is known intuitively that the
algal growth dynamics has to be related to the external substrate con-
centration in some fashion. If the various p = p(SQ) and y = y(SQ)
equations are computed from a consistent set of data, then it must be
possible to find relationships between the parameters in the various
models .Thich gives an exact equivalency between them.
1.5 Summary of Existing Modeling Equations
One of the earliest attempts to relate the growth rate of micro-
organisms to their environment was by Monod (1942). Working with
bacteria in a carbon limited chemostat he found that the relationship
between the cell growth rate and the external substrate concentration
was of hyperbolic shape and he chose to describe it in the following
form:
S) (15)
m K + S
where:
ym = maximum specific growth rate of the organism under a particular
set of temperature and light conditions; days 1
K = external substrate concentration at which the specific growth
y
rate is one-half the maximum; yM
This equation was later applied by researchers to algal growth and along
with the assumption that the cell quota is a constant for all environ-
mental conditions, provided the first mathematical model for cell growth.
Since that time however, many different researchers working with chemo-
stats for growth limiting nutrients other than carbon have found Monod's
model to be inaccurate because the cell quota was not constant but rather
varied for different cell growth rates (Droop, 1968 for vitamin B-12;
Caperon and Meyer, 1972 and Eppley and Renger, 1974 for nitrogen; Fuhs,
1969 for phosphorus; and Paasche, 1973 for silicate).
An equation based on Michaelis-Menton saturation enzyme kinetics
(Michaelis and Menton, 1913) relating the nutrient uptake rate to the
external substrate concentration has been used by many researchers,
(Dugdale, 1967; Caperon, 1967; Droop, 1968; Eppley and Thomas, 1969;
etc.). The form of this equation is:
p = p ( S-) (16)m K + S
p
where:
p = maximum nutrient uptake rate under particular environmental
-1 -1
conditions, pmoles - unit cell material - day
K = external substrate concentration at which the uptake rate is
p
one-half the maximum, pM
More recently researchers (Lehman, et al., 1975) have formulated modifi-
cations of this equation to include an end-product inhibition term which
decreases the uptake rate as the cell quota increases. Experimental
evidence for the phenomenon was based on work by Rhee (1973) for
phosphorus limited cells which showed that the internal phosphate stores
act as non-competitive inhibitors of phosphate uptake. The form of
equation chosen to model this is:
Qm -QS (7p= pq m[K+~ (17)( - K Pm K + S
where:
Q = maximum cell quota, ymoles - unit cell material 1
K = cell quota at zero growth rate, ymoles - unit cell material 1
q
Working with a vitamin B-12 limited chemostat Droop (1967) found a
hyperbolic relationship between the cell growth rate and cell quota. He
reasoned that since it is this internal nutrient concentration which the
protein forming enzymes actually "see", that the cell growth rate is
controlled by the cell quota and proposed the following equations for
the cell growth rate:
K
= ' (1- ) (18)
m Q
where:
= a constant related to the maximum specific growth rate of the
m
cells, days 1
Droop (1968, 1973, 1974, 1975) combined this equation with equation (16)
for nutrient uptake as his algal growth model. Following Droop's work,
researchers working with other limiting nutrients found a similar
relationship between the chemostat dilution rate and cell quota and also
proposed cell quota growth rate models. Working with a phosphorus
limited chemostat, Fuhs (1969) used an exponential equation of the form;
Q - K
K
y1 - 2 ) (19)
to model his system and Caperon and Meyer (1972) working with a nitrate
limited chemostat used an equation of the form:
( (20)
m K + (q-q )
where:
q = the nitrogen to carbon ratio in the cell, atoms N - atoms C-1
qo = the nitrogen to carbon ratio in the cell at zero growth rate,
atoms N - atoms C
as their cell quota model. Goldman (1972) working with a carbon limited
chemostat did not find this type of relationship to hold between cell
quota and dilution rate, but rather found the cell quota to remain con-
stant as in the original Monod model.
1.6 Comparison of Two Models
As previously shown, if two different pairs of p and y equations
used to model algal growth dynamics in a chemostat are based on a con-
sistent data set, then it is possible to find relationships between the
various model parameters which make the models identical. Two models
which are interesting to compare are one where the cell growth rate is
controlled by the external substrate concentration as in Monod's model
(equation 15) and one where it is controlled by the internal cell quota
as in Droop's model (equation 18). For the nutrient uptake rate the
hyperbolic expression relating the uptake rate to external substrate
concentration (equation 16) is used in both models. The mathematical
rate equations for these two models are therefore given as;
= mK S+ ) (16)
p
S
y= Pm K+) (15)K+S
for the externally controlled growth model, and
= tm K + S(16)
P K
y = y'(l -q) (18)m Q
for the internally controlled growth model. The externally controlled
growth rate model is different from Monod's original model since the
separate uptake rate equation allows for a varied cell quota. The in-
ternally controlled model is the same as that used by Droop.
For a chemostat the data usually collected are the steady state
cell material concentration and cell quota as a function of the two
independen; variables, the dilution rate and the influent nutrient con-
centration. The external substrate concentration is many times not
measured since it is often near the limit of analytical detectability
over a wide range of dilution rates, Because the cell quota is not
dependent upon. the influent nutrient concentration, this leaves three
possible functionalities which can be examined, namely the cell material
concentration vs. the influent nutrient concentration, the cell material
concentration vs. the dilution rate and the cell quota vs. the dilution
rate. Of these, the first two appear to be linear relationships and
the third can be fitted to a straight line by plotting the cell quota
vs, the dilution rate times the cell quota. The two mathematical models
can be solved to give equations for these three straight lines. For the
externally controlled growth rate model, these equations are respectively:
K (y -D) + D K K Dy m-D) + K D2
X_ m 1)(p m p (21)
o pm K pM (yD)
S KIy S (K -K )
X- o p m - D( 0 P (22)
p K- p K
mym yi
K -K K p
Q = DQ ( P - ) + K P (23)
p m p m
These same relationships determined using the cell quota controlled
growth model are:
y - D (P' - D) D K
X = S( m'_ m p (24)
o p - D) - D Kqy'
q M m Im q m
S S
X = K ,) (25)
K Kq q m
Q = DQ(1/yml) + K (26)
With some manipulation it can be readily shown that these two models
are identical provided that:
= y' ( P , m ) (27)
m m ym K q+ pmm q m
Thus, as expected, it is not possible to distinguish between these two
models on the basis of steady-state chemostat data.
1.1.7 Quasi-Steady State Systems
This same type of analysis also can be applied to steady state or
quasi -steady state systems other than a chemostat. An example of one
such quasi steady state condition is the exponential growth phase of a
batch culture in which no inorganic species has yet become growth
limiting. It is from this type of system that most of the literature
nutrient uptake data has been collected, Unlike the chemostat, however,
this is not a true steady state since the cell material concentration and
external substrate concentration are changing. The assumption which makes
the system approximate a steady state condition is that because the
culture is not limited by the availability of any inorganic nutrient,
then both the nutrient uptake rate and cell growth rate are constant
at their maximum values for the particular light and temperature con-
ditions. This assumption seems to be borne out by the literature data.
The three conservation equations (1), (2) and (3) are simplified for
the batch culture by setting the dilution rate equal to zero. The
equations therefore reduce to:
dX - Px (28)
dt
dS - -px (29)dt
= p - yQ (30)dt (0
Using the assumption that p and p are constant these equations can be
integrated to give:
X = Xt=0 e Pt (31)
S = S - X Qept (32)t=0 t=O
Q = P/y + (Q t= p/)Pt (33)
where:
X t= cell material concentration at t = 0,
S t= external substrate concentration at t = 0
Qt=0 = cell quota at t = 0
If it is further assumed that the time is sufficiently large to make
-Pt( Q - p/p)e much less than p/p then the equations further simplify to;
t=0
X = Xt=0 yt t(31)
S = S - x Qe t (32)t=o t=o
Q = p/y (34)
and Q is now a constant independent of time so long as p and y are
constants.
A comparison between the same externally and internally controlled
growth models can be made for this system as was made for the steady
state chemostat. First looking at the externally controlled growth
model, the equation describing nutrient uptake is:
p = p ) S  (16)
mK +S
p
It is evident that during the exponential growth phase for a batch
culture, if the innoculum cell quota size is small compared to the
external substrate concentration (i.e. QX ePt << S ) then the external
t=O t~o
substrate concentration does not change appreciably from the initial
concentration. If the initial concentration is picked such that it is
very much larger than the half saturation constant, K , then the uptake
p
rate would be at its maximum value until the external substrate concen-
tration begins to approach this half saturation constant, The same
arguement can be applied to the growth equation:
P = y S) (15)m K + S
and because K must be larger than K , it means that the growth rate
must be at its maximum value for as long as the uptake rate is. (If
this were not so then at the end of the exponential growth phase for a
batch culture, the cell quota would increase and experimental data in
the literature shows that it decreases). Using Equation (34), the
externally controlled growth model predicts that for the exponential
growth period the cell quota will be:
Q = PM /yP (35)
The internally controlled growth model contained the same nutrient
uptake equation (16) as the externally controlled growth model so the
same reasoning can be applied to show that the nutrient uptake rate is
at its maximum during the exponential growth period. Substitution of
the equations for the uptake and growth rate mechanisms, equations (16)
and (18), into equation (34) gives the cell quota as a function of
external substrate concentration of the form:
Q S + K (36)y K + S q
m p
Again using the fact that the external substrate concentration will be
much larger than the half saturation constant for uptake, equation (36)
can be simplified to:
Q = - + K (37)
y~ qm
The condition which must hold for these two models to be equivalent
during the quasi steady state condition of an exponentially growing
batch culture is the same one as was necessary for them to be equivalent
in a steady state chemostat culture, namely:
p
y( ,m ) (27)
~m ~m K Pt+p)q m m
Therefore, on the basis of both the quasi steady state batch culture
experiments and the steady state chemostat experiments, it is not
possible to distinguish between the externally or internally controlled
growth mechanisms and future experiments will have to use non-steady
state conditions to differentiate between them.
1.8 Pseudo Equilibrium Model
In the past, most researchers have tried to model algal growth
dynamics by assuming the process to occur in two different rate steps,
the nutrient uptake step and the cell growth step. They have sought
mathematical formulations to describe these rate steps based on experi-
mental data and knowledge of the physical and biochemical porcesses of
the cells. There seems to be a large base of experimental data to
support a variable cell quota model of the type proposed by Droop, and
it would also appear to be ecologically efficient for the cells. Among
these data is the fact that when nutrient starved cells are placed in a
nutrient rich medium, they take up the nutrient very rapidly and store
it internally in organic form (Eppley and Coatsworth, 1968). Cells
have also been shown to take up nutrients in the dark when they are not
able to photosynthesize (Eppley and Coatsworth, 1968). A logical deduc-
tion to be drawn from this information is that the cells take up excess
nutrients when they are available and the later convert these internal
nutrients into structural cell material. If this is the case, then the
cell growth rate would not be directly dependent upon the external
nutrient concentration as in the Monod Model, but rather upon the vari-
able internal cell quota as Droop and other researchers have theorized.
If it is assumed that for limiting nutrients other than carbon,
the assumptions of the variable cell quota model are correct then the
uptake and growth steps can be considered to occur in sequence. An
analogy can be drawn between this system and a pair of chemical reactions
occurring in sequence. In such a case, if one reaction occurs very much
faster than the other, then the faster reaction can be assumed to not
be important in determining the overall rate of reactants going to pro-
ducts and this type of system is frequently modeled by assuming (pseudo)
equilibrium for the faster reaction. This same reasoning can be applied
to algal growth modeling as an alternative to using an uptake rate
equation. To do this entails assuming that the nutrient uptake step
occurs at a rate many times faster than the growth step and that this
reaction is reversible. Literature data seems to show that the uptake
step is many times faster than the growth step but this alone is not
sufficient to verify this model. Equilibrium assumes a reversible re-
action which means that not only does the cell have to take up nutrients
at a faster rate but it also must leak them back to the environment
at almost the same rate, the difference being the amount used for
growth. There is no present data to verify this assumption but the
following analysis will assume that at least for certain nutrients and
certain species of algae it is correct.
It can be readily shown through the type of analysis used previous-
ly that the pair of equations Q = Q(S) and y = y(Q) provide sufficient
information to model algal growth in a chemostat. Using the three con-
servation equations for a chemostat, equations (4), (5) and (6), and
the two general chemostat data equations, equations (13) and (14), it is
easy to extract this pair of equations. First, the internal cell quota
can be related to the external substrate concentration in the following
way:
S = S(D) - D = D(S)
D = D(S) and Q = Q(D) -+ Q = Q(S)
As before, the growth rate can be related to the cell quota as follows:
Q = Q(D) + D = D(Q)
D = D(Q) +y = p(Q)
Furthermore, there should exist exact relationships between the para-
meters in the pseudo equilibrium model and the two previously analyzed
models when looking at steady state or quasi steady state experimental
data to make it equivalent to them.
It is possible to determine the relationship which must hold
between the external and internal nutrient concentrations if they are
in equilibrium. This reaction can be imagined to occur between the
external substrate and "active sites" inside the cell with which the
external substrate can bind. The equation for this reaction can be
written as:
S + A = SA (38)
where:
S = external substrate concentration, yM
A = concentration of unfilled active sites, sites - 1
SA = concentration of filled active sites, sites -
t
The equilibrium constant for this equation is expressed as:
KE= (SA) (39)(S) (A)
where;
KE = equilibrium constant, k - pmoles 1
Equations can also be written for the total concentration of nutrient
and the total concentration of active sites in the system:
ST = S + SA (40)
AT = A + SA (41)
where:
ST = total concentration of nutrient, pM
AT = total concentration of active sites, sites - C1
The cell quota is determined by dividing the concentration of filled
active sites by the cell material concentration to get the number of
filled sites per cell. There is a correction factor to be included
also since it is known from the literature data that there is a certain
minimal amount of internal nutrient at which the growth rate goes to
zero. It is assumed that this minimum internal nutrient concentration
is the part which has already been incorporated into structural cell
material and does not occupy the active sites. Therefore it does not
participate in the equilibrium reaction and the equation for the cell
quota can be written as:
Q - K SA (42)
q X
Using the equilibrium constant equation, (39), and the total active
sites equation, (41), this equation can be solved for the cell quota as
a function of the external substrate concentration:
Q -K = [ l]K( S ) (43)q X 1/KE + S
or
Q A SQ=A ( )+K (44)maxKE+S q
where:
AT
A - - = the maximum number of active sites per cell, sites -
max X
cell 1
KE = 1/KE' = external substrate concentration at which half the
active sites are filled, pM
Knowing that when S >> KE the cell quota is at its maximum, it is seen
that:
A = Q - K (45)
max m q
where:
-l1Q= maximum cell quota, moles - unit cell material
Equation (44) can now be rewritten as:
Q= (Q - Kq) ( N) + K (46)Q ~ q) KUS+ S/ q
This means that the pseudo equilibrium model predicts the cell quota,
to be related to the external substrate concentration through a
hyperbolic.expression.
The second step in the pseudo equilibrium model is an equation in
which the growth rate of the cells is a function of the cell quota.
The equation chosen for this is the one used by Droop (1968), equation
(18). Equations (18) and (46) thus provide a simplified model for algal
growth dynamics.
A specific comparison can be made between the pseudo equilibrium
model and the externally and internally controlled growth models pre-
viously discussed for a chemostat, Since these other two models have
already been shown to be equivalent to each other it is only necessary
to equate the pseudo equilibrium model to one of these, e g, Droop's
cell quota model. The first step in this comparison is to solve the
pseudo equilibrium model for the same three equations of steady state
chemostat data as the other models were. For the pseudo equilibrium
model, these equations are:
(yP' m D) KE(y' - D)D
X = S .mm (7
o- Kq) yi2 - y'Dq m q m QM m
S S
X - - D ( , (48)Kq Um
Q = (1/ul)DQ + K (49)m q
As might have been expected, these equations are very similar to
those for Droop's cell quota model since the same growth equation i§
used. The relationships which must hold between the parameters of
these two models for them to be equivalent in modeling chemostats are:
KE = K (50)
p
Q = -m + K (51)
ym
A comparison of these models can also be made for the quasi steady
state batch system. As before this is done by examining what the models
predict for the cell quota concentration during the exponential growth
phase. Droop's model predicts:
Q = P + K (37)yq
m
The pseudo equilibrium model gives the cell quota as a function of the
external substrate concentration:
Q = (0 - K ) (S ) + K (45)
m q KE + S q
If the external substrate concentration is such that it is much greater
than the half-saturation constant KE, this equation simplifies to:
Q = QM (52)
The condition necessary to make these two models equivalent for the
quasi-steady state batch culture is:
Qm = -M + K (51)ym q
This is the same condition as was necessary for the steady state chemo-
stat data. Thus the pseudo equilibrium model is identically equivalent
to both the externally and internally controlled growth models discussed
previously for a steady state chemostat and a quasi steady state batch
culture. The advantage it has over these others, however, is that it is
a simpler model mathematically because it is necessary to specify only
one rate equation to describe the system rather than two. The
accuracy of the pseudo equilibrium model in describing non-steady state
systems is something which has to be further investigated in the future.
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE DATA
2.1 General
In order to understand how the various algal growth dynamics
models have evolved, it is important to examine the types of data that
researchers have collected in the past. It can be generally stated
that the experimental work done has consisted of two main types: for
the study of nutrient uptake kinetics most experimental data have been
collected from the exponential phase of a batch culture whereas for the
study of growth rate dynamics the majority of data were collected from
steady state chemostat experiments. A few of the important papers in
the field of nutrient uptake kinetic experiments which will be reviewed
include the following: Eppley and Coatsworth, 1968; Mac Isaac and
Dugdale, 1969; and Caperon and Meyer, II, 1972. The important papers on
growth rate kinetic experiments which will be reviewed include the
following: Caperon, 1968; Caperon and Meyer, I, 1972; Droop, 1966, 1968,
1970, 1973, 1974, 1975; Fuhs, 1969; and Paache, 1973.
2.2 Nutrient Uptake Research
Classic nutrient uptake studies have sought to relate the rate of
nutrient uptake to the concentration of the limiting nutrient in the
medium. The methodology used by most researchers to accomplish this has
been very similar. Briefly it consists of growing cells in a batch
culture until the external substrate concentration of the limiting
nutrient approaches zero. A known quantity of these cells are then
transferred to flasks containing medium of a known concentration of the
limiting nutrient. These flasks are incubated in the light for a short
period of time (approximately thirty minutes), the cells are then fil-
tered out and a determination is made on the nutrient concentration re-
maining in the medium. A simple mass balance calculation gives the up-
take rate of the cells. Repeating this for a number of different
initial nutrient concentrations provides a relationship between uptake
rate and substrate concentration. This relationship has been consistently
found to be a hyperbola which has often been described by the equation
from Michaelis-MentdnAsaturation enzyme kinetics (equation 16). A
typical graph of experimental-nutrient uptake data is shown in Figure 1-A.
These data are taken from Eppley and Coatsworth, 1968, and are for the
marine diatom Ditylum Brightwellii with nitrate as the limiting nutrient.
As can be seen from Figure 1, a plot of substrate concentration divided
by uptake rate vs.substrate concentration is linear and provides an
estimate of the two constants in the hyperbolic uptake equation: The
slope of the line is the reciprocal of the maximum uptake rate and the
X-intercept is minus the half saturation constant.
Many variations on this basic experiment have been performed by
other researchers and they have consistently found the data to be fit
by a simple rectangular -hyperbola. MacIsaac and Dugdale, 1969 per-
formed uptake experiments for natural marine populations limited by both
nitrate and ammonium and found this relationship to hold. Eppley, Rogers
and McCarthy, 1969, did uptake experiments to calculate the half-
saturation constants in equation 16 for seventeen different species of
experimental organisms including oceanic species, neritic diatoms and
neritic and littoral flagellates limited by nitrate and ammonium.
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FIGURE 1
Literature Data for Nutrient Uptake and Growth Experiments
A) Nutrient Uptake Rate vs. Substrate Concentration (Eppley and Coatsworth, 1968)
B) Dilution Rate vs. Cell Quota (Droop, 1968)
Caperon and Meyer, 1972, performed uptake experiments similar to to the
ones described above for several species of phytoplankton limited by
nitrate and ammonium except that instead of taking their innoculum
cells from a batch culture, they took them from a steady state chemostat
so that they had a knowledge of the cells nutrient history. They found
that the half-saturation constant for uptake was independent of the
cell pre-conditioning whereas the maximum uptake rate was linearly
dependent upon the pre-conditioning grow rates. They attributed this
phenonema to an increase in the number of active uptake sites at higher
growth rates. Therefore, for exponentially growing batch cultures,
the cumulative amount of experimental data indicates that the relation-
ship between nutrient uptake rate and external substrate concentration
is adequately described by a rectangular hyperbola.
2.3 Growth Rate Research
One of the foremost researchers using steady-state chemostats is
M.R. Droop of the Scottish Marine Biological Association. His work is
primarily concerned with vitamin B-12 limited cultures of Monochrysis
lutheri and Skeletonema costatum. His first paper on chemostat work
was published in 1966. In it he tried to fit his experimental data
using Monod's original model with the fixed cell quota and growth rate
dependent upon external substrate concentration. He plotted cell
numbers vs. dilution rate and found the relationship to be linear. He
noted that this was not in accordance with what was predicted by
Monod's model but failed to carry this discussion any further. In fact,
however, this was evidence that the cell quota was not a constant for
different growth rates.
In 1968 both Droop and Caperon published papers showing that in
algae the cell quota was related to the dilution rate through a hyper-
bolic expression. Droop's experiments were conducted with Monochrysis
lutheri limited by vitamin B-12 and Caperon's experiments were with
Isochrysis galbana limited by nitrate showing that the variable cell
quota phenonema was not limited to one species or one limiting
nutrient. This discovery provided positive evidence that Monod's model
was not valid for nutrients other than carbon, Figure 1-B shows the
dilution rate vs.cell quota graph published by Droop in 1968 and also
his straight line version of the graph in which he plots dilution rate
times cell quota vs. cell quota. From this kind of data, Droop and
other researchers have formulated equations in which the growth rate
of the cells is not directly dependent upon the external substrate
concentration but rather upon this variable cell quota. Droop used
this equation along with the previously discussed uptake rate equation
to model algal growth dynamics., In his later papers (1970, 1973, 1974,
1975), Droop collected more experimental data to further substantiate
this model. In 1970 he again showed the hyperbolic relationship be-
tween dilution rate and cell quota, this time for vitamin B-12 limited
Skeletonema costatum. He also measured the external substrate concen-
tration and stated that the growth rate did not appear to be related to
it. However, he admits that the reason for this independence is that
most of the B-12 in the medium might have been sequestered by excreted
proteins and not available to the cells so that any relationship that
did exist would be masked. In the 1973 and 1974 papers, Droop dealt
with the problem of multiple nutrient limitation and the uptake of
non-limiting nutrients within the framework of his model. In 1975 he
tried to apply his model to non-steady state batch cultures with a
fair amount of success.
The main focus of other researchers working with chemostats has
also been the relationship between the cell quota and dilution rate.
Experimenters with many different species of algae and different limit-
ing nutrients have almost all found a hyperbolic relationship similar
to that found by Droop and Caperon. An exception to this was for a
carbon limited system (Goldman, 1972) in which the cell quota was a
constant. Fuhs (1969) worked with a phosphorus limited chemostat of
Thalassiosira fluviatilus and Cyclotella nana and found the same type
of hyperbolic relationship between dilution rate and cell quota.
Furthermore, he also could not find any relationship between growth
rate and external substrate concentration but explained that this could
have been due to the concentrations of phosphorus being close to the
level of analytical detectability. Paasche (1973) worked with gilicate
limited chemostats of Cyclotella nana and found the same type of hyper-
bolic relationship between dilution rate and cell quota. However, un-
like the other experimenters, he did find a relation between the growth
rate and external substrate concentration that could be adequately des-
cribed by Monod's hyperbolic expression. Caperon and Meyer (1972)
working with a variety of species in nitrate or ammonium limited chemo-
stats found the growth rate systematically related to the cell quota
for nitrate but not quite so clearly for ammonium. The ammonium con-
centration per cell was fairly constant over a range of dilution rates
however, the N/C ratio did show a systematic relationship to dilution
rate which was linear for Monochrysis lutheri and hyperbolic for
Dunaliella tertiolecta. They also could not find any relationship be-
tween the external substrate concentration and dilution rate. The only
explanation they offered for this was a one or two percent variation
in the pumping rate and/or the slow response of the uptake mechanism
to environmental change.
Briefly summarizing, there is clear experimental evidence that,
in exponentially growing batch cultures at least, the dependency of
nutrient uptake rate on the external substrate concentration can be
modeled by a simple rectangular hyperbola. In a steady state chemo-
stat, the cell quota varies with the growth rate through a hyperbolic
relationship when the limiting nutrient is nitrate, phosphate, sili-
cate or vitamin B-12. Except for silicate it is difficult to gather
experimental evidence relating the steady state growth rate to the
external substrate concentration due to the low levels involved or
other complications such as sequestration by dissolved organics.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Materials and Methods
Two different types of experiments were performed for this research.
The primary experimental work consisted of achieving a series of six-
teen chemostat steady states for a four by four matrix of dilution
rates and influent nutrient concentrations to determine what sort of
mathematical model best fits the experimental model. The other experi-
mental work was with batch cultures to determine some of the kinetic
constants for nutrient uptake and cell growth which fit the models.
3.l.a Chemostat Experiments
A diagram of the chemostat apparatus used can be seen in Figure 2.
The chemostat was operated in a constant environment room set at 150C
under continuous light conditions. Both the feed bottles and growth
chambers were two liter pyrex glass bottles and the overflow collectors
were 2 liter flasks. The growth chambers were separated from the
magnetic stirrers beneath them by asbestos squares to prevent them
from being heated above the ambient air temperature. The pump used
was a Buchler polystaltic pump with 1/16 inch inner diameter Tygon
tubing. Two sets of tubing were used so that every day a freshly
rinsed and autoclaved set was used to avoid any bacterial buildup in-
side it. The feed bottles were washed and autoclaved after each
steady state was achieved. The air being bubbled into the growth
chamber was first passed through a water trap containing a super-
saturated solution of ZnCl2 to remove any ammonia from the air. It
was then passed through a 0.45 micron Millipore filter to remove any
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bacterial contamination. The sampling port consisted of a three-way
Hamilton syringe valve in the air-bubbling line. The sample was drawn
up the line into a syringe and the valve re-opened to the sterile air
flow before the syringe was disconnected to reduce the amount of
bacterial contamination associated with sampling procedure.
The species of algae that was used in this study was the marine
diatom Skeletonema costatum, clone Skel., obtained from the culture
collection of R.R.L. Guillard of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
and was isolated by RR.L. Guillard in Long Island Sound in 1956. The
growth medium was "Aquil" (Morel et al., 1975), an artificial sea water
medium developed at the MIT Water Quality Laboratory. Previous batch
work on nutrient limitation of Skeletonema costatum in "Aquil" under
similar light and temperature conditions as those of the chemostat ex-
periment had shown that nitrate was the major nutrient which was growth
limiting. This fact was further verified by this chemostat study since
a plot of cell concentration vs. influent nitrate concentration for the
four nitrate concentrations (the highest one being the same as in unal-
tered "Aquil") was linear up to the highest influent concentration. The
medium was sterilized by autocalving at 15 psig for 15 minutes.
Two chemostats were operated simultaneously at the same dilution
rate but different influent nutrient concentrations, Each day a sample
was withdrawn from the growth chamber and a 1 to 100 dilution made with a
Lab industries Repipet Dispenser and Diluter. The total cell volume
concentration of this dilution was then measured by making duplicate
counts on a Model ZF Coulter Counter. Also determined was the cell
count concentration by making visual cell counts with a Zeiss microscope
and a Fuchs Rosenthal Ultra Plane hemacytometer counting chamber. The
criterion for determining if steady state had been achieved was if the
total cell volume concentration varied by less than 10% for three con-
secutive days. The last two days were then averaged to determine the
steady state concentration,
3.1.b Batch Experiments
In order to determine some of the model parameters for nitrate
uptake and cell growth for Skeletonema costatum under similar tempera-
ture and light conditions as the chemostat experiments, a set of batch
culture experiments were performed. The experiments consisted of
growing a culture of Skeletonema in unaltered "Aquil" so that an
innoculum could be obtained from it while the cells were in the exponen-
tial growth phase. This innoculum was then added to two other flasks,
one containing unaltered "Aquil" and the other containing "Aquil" with
only half of the normal nitrate. As in the chemostat experiments, the
medium was sterilized by autoclaving. The cell volume concentration of
these two flasks was measured daily on the Coulter Counter and the cell
number concentration determined with a microscope in order to determine
the maximum growth rate of the cells. For two successive days, while
the cells were in exponential growth-phase, a 100 ml portion of each
culture was filtered through a Gelman Glass fiber filter with an
effective pore diameter of 0.45 microns and the filters were then
rinsed with 50 ml of standard ocean water. A total Kjeldahl nitrogen
analysis was then run on these four filters and a filter blank to
determine the maximum nitrogen concentration within the cells.
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3.2 Discussion of Results
The measured cell material concentrations for a four by four
matrix of steady states for different dilution rates and influent
nutrient concentrations are presented in Table I. Since the cell mate-
rial concentrations were measured in two independent ways, i.e. using
a Coulter Counter to measure the total cell volume and a microscope to
measure the cell numbers, the analysis was performed on each set of
data separately to see if the units of measurement had any effect on the
results, In Table II, the cell quotas for the same matrix of steady
states are presented. These cell quotas were not measured directly, but
were calculated by doing a mass balance on the growth limiting nutrient
in the chemostat. In performing this mass balance, it was assumed that
the effluent nitrate concentration was much less than the influent ni-
trate concentration. This assumption was made on the basis of literature
data which indicates that for dilution rates not approaching the maxi-
mum growth rate the external nitrate concentration in the effluent re-
mains very low. For this assumption the most critical steady state in
this matrix was the one in which the influent nitrate concen-
-l
tration was 40 yM and the dilution rate was G.86-day compared to a
-l
maximum growth rate of about 1.3 day . To see if this assumption was
justified, a calculation of what the external nitrate concentration
should have been was made using the average computed value of the half
saturation constant for growth of 0.10 pM, and a maximum growth rate
of 1.30 day~1. For the most critical steady state the calculated ex-
ternal nitrate concentration was 0.20 yM which is much less than 40 pM.
Table I
Steady State Chemostat Cell Concentrations
A) X measured as total cell volume concentration, ym3 _ -1
S (IPM) 100 80 60 40
D (days-1
0.13 3.00 x 10 2.29 x 1011 1.83 x 1011 1.20 x 1011
0.40 2.38 x 10 1.91 x 1011 1.42 x 1011 1.03 x 1011
0.58 2.00 x 10 1.57 x 1011 1.14 x 1011 7.89 x 1010
0.86 1.42 x 1011 1.08 x 1011 7.81 x 1010 5.38 x 1010
B) X measured as cell numbers concentration, cell - Z~1
S O(M) 100 80 60 40
D (days~)
0.13 1.64 x 109 1.25 x 10 1.03 x 109 6.88 x 108
0.40 1.30 x 109 1.04 x 109 7.71 x 108 5.58 x 108
0.58 1.06 x 10 8.75 x 108 5.72 x 108 3.97 x 108
0.86 7.06 x 108 5.22 x 108 4.05 x 108 2.80 x 108
Table II
Steady State Chemostat Cell Quotas
A) Q expressed in
S(1M)
D (days-1 J
units of Pmoles -
100 -80
0.13 3.34 x 10-10 3.49 x 10-10 3.28 x 10-10 3.33 x 10-10
0.40 4.21 x 10 4.19 x 10-10 4.24 x 10-10 3.89 x 10-10
0.58 5.01 x 10-10 5.11 x 10-10 5.25 x 10-10 5.07 x 10-10
0.86 7.06 x 10-10 7.41 x 10-10 7.68 x 10 7.45 x 10-10
B) Q expressed, in units of Pmoles - cell 1
S (pt) 100 80 60 40
-1
D (days )
0.13 6.10 x 10-8 6.40 x 10 5.83 x 10-8 5.81 x 10-8
0.40 7.69 x 10-8 7.69 x 10-8 7.78 x 10-8 7.17 x 10-8
0.58 9.43 x 10-8 9.14 x 10-8 1.05 x 10 1.01 x 10
0.86 1.42 x 10 1.53 x 10~ 1.48 x 10~ 1.43 x 10~
The cell material concentration and cell quotas are plotted as
functions of the independent variables in Figures 3-5 and the linear re-
gression parameters for three graphs are presented in Tables III - V.
The bars plotted in Figures 3 and 4 represent the range in the steady
state cell concentration measured on two consecutive days. As can be
seen, the graphs of X vs. S 0, X vs. D, and DQ vs. Q appear to be straight
lines as was predicted by the various mathematical models and is in
agreement with previous literature data. The coefficients of correla-
tion from the linear regression analyses were all in the 0.98 to 0.99
range, but because the X vs. S and X vs. D lines are defined by only
0
four points, the straight line fits through them are not very signifi-
cant. However, the DQ vs. Q lines with sixteen points and r 2's Of 0.99
are well fitted by straight lines. The results from the batch culture
experiment are presented in Figure 6 and Table VI. As can be seen from
Figure 6, on the second sampling day the cells were no longer growing
at their maximum rate, particularly for the flask with the lower initial
nitrate concentration. This was reflected in the fact that the cell
quotas were somewhat lower on the second day. To compensate for this,
the maximum cell quota values were computed using data from the first
day only. However, overlooking this fact, it seemed that these results
were also in agreement with the model predictions. The cell quotas were
the same for the two flasks so that they were not dependent upon the ex-
ternal substrate concentration and they did not seem to vary with time
during the exponential growth period so that a quasi steady state was
achieved.
Determination of Model Parameters
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FIGURE 3
Cell Concentration vs, Influent Nitrate Concentration
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A) X measured in units of ym - Z




Linear Regression Analysis Results for X vs S Lines
Equation of Line: X = w< S0 + e
A) X measured as total 3cell volume concentration, Pm
-l 2D (days ) w e r
0.13 2.93 x 109 2.90 x 10 0.99
0.40 2.27 x 109 9.60 x 109 0.99
0.58 2.03 x 109 -4.73 x 109 0.99
0.86 1.47 x 109 -7.60 x 109 0.99
B) X measured as cell numbers concentration, cells -
-1 2D (days ) w r
0,13 1.54 x 10 7.54 x 10 0.98
0.40 1.25 x 10 4.40 x 10 0.99
7 70,58 1.15 x 10 -7.62 x 10 0.98
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FIGURE 4
Cell Concentration vs. Dilution Rate
A) X measured in units of ym3  1
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Table IV
Linear Regression Analysis for X vs D Lines
Equation of Line: X = a - D
3 -1A) X measured as total cell volume concentration, y m -
2
S (pM) a a r
11 11
100 3.25 x 10 2.15 x 10 0.99
80 2.53 x 1011 1.66 x 10 0.99
60 2.00 x 1011 1.43 x 1011 0.99
40 1.34 x 1011 9.25 x 1010 0,98
B) X measured as cell number concentration, cell - k
2S (UM) a r 
100 1.80 x 109 1.27 x 109 0.99
80 1.41 x 109 9.87 x 108 0.98
60 1.12 x 109 8.63 x 108 0.98
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Dilution Rate x Cell quota vs. Cell Quota
A) Q expressed in units of pmoles - m-3
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Table V
Linear Regression Analysis Results for DQ vs Q Lines
Equation of Line: DQ = yQ - 6
-3
A) Q expressed in units of ymoles - pin
y 6 r2
1.46 4.44 x 10-10 0.99
B) Q expressed in units of ymoles - cell
6 r2
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Batch Culture Growth Curves
A) X measured in units of Pm3 -l





Results of Batch Culture Experiments
3 -1
A) X measured as total cell volume concentration, Pm - t
Cell Nitrogen -1 3 -1 
-3
S0 (yM) Day (Imoles - 100ml ) X(Pm -l) (moles - Pm
100 3 8.50 5.14 x 1010 1.65 x 10~9
50 3 8.71 5.39 x 1010 1.62 x 10~9
11 -
100 4 17.2 1.10 x 10 1.57 x 10~
50 4 14.1 9.33 x 1010 1.51 x 10~9
maximum
maximum
growth rate (v ) from slope of line = 1.27 days~1
-9 -3
uptake rate (p = y. 0) = 2.06 x 10 ymoles - y'mm m ~ - days
1
B) X measured as cell numbers concentration, cells - 9,1
Cell Nitrogen
S0(yM) Day (ymoles - 100ml) X(cells - k ) Qm(Pmoles - cells )
100 3 8.50 4,42 x 108 1.92 x 10
50 3 8.71 4.50 x 108 1.94 x 107
100 4 17.2 9.54 x 108 1.80 x 10





rate (y') from slope of line = 1.30 days'
rate (pm = Pm 0m) = 2.46 x 10 ymoles - cell~1 - day
various parameters for the three different mathematical models for
Skeletonema costatum limited by nitrate. These parameters were cal-
culated in both the total cell volume and cell numbers units. The
analysis used to determine these parameters is presented here.
Externally controlled growth model
The four parameters to be determined in this model are the half-
saturation constant for uptake, K ; the half-saturation constant for
p
growth, K ; the maximum nutrient uptake rate, pm; and the maximum
growth rate, y . The growth rate of the cells during the exponential
growth phase of the batch culture was assumed to be the maximum growth
rate of the cells for these particular light and temperature conditions.
Furthermore the cell quota was assumed to be at its maximum value and
since the culture was a quasi steady state system, = 0), thedt
maximum uptake rate was calculated as the product of the uptake rate and
cell quota. It was not possible to calculate either of the half satura-
tion constants independently from the chemostat data since in all terms
except one they appear as a ratio. The one term in which they are not
a ratio is the intercept of the X vs. S0 curves, however, the accuracy
with which these intercepts could be determined was not sufficient to
allow calculation of the half-saturation constants with any degree of
confidence. For this reason a literature value (Eppley, Rogers and
McCarthy, 1969) was used for the half-saturation constant for nutrient
uptake. The half-saturation constant for growth was then determined
from each of the other slope and intercept terms and the consistency
of these values was used as an estimate of the fit of the model to the
data, The calculated values for these parameters are given in Table
VII.
Droop's cell quota model
The four parameters to be determined in this model are the half
saturation constant for uptake, K ; the maximum nutrient uptake rate,
p ; the constant associated with the maximum growth rate, y' ; andm '
the cell quota at which the growth rate is zero, K The maximum
q
nutrient uptake rate and the half-saturation constant for uptake were
determined in the same manner as for the externally controlled growth
model. The yl value was calculated from the slope of the DQ vs Q
m
curve. The K values were then calculated from the other slope and
q
intercept terms and, as before, the consistency of these values was
used as an estimate of the fit of the model to the data. The calculated
values for these parameters are given in Table VIII.
Pseudo dquilibrium model
The four parameters to be determined in this model are the equili-
brium constant, KE; the maximum cell quota, Qm; the constant associated
with the maximum growth rate, y'; and the cell quota at which the
m
growth rate is zero, K . The value for the maximum cell quota was
q
obtained from the batch culture experiment. It was not possible to
determine the equilibrium constant from the chemostat data because the
only term in which it appears is the intercept of the X vs. S0 curve
and as already explained, these intercepts were not able to be deter-
mined accurately enough to allow the computation of constants from
them. However, a necessary condition for the equilibrium model to
Table VII
Computed Parameters for Externally Controlled Growth Model
X measured as Pm 3- 1  Parameter X measured as cell - Z
1.27 day 1  1.30 day 1
-9 -.3_ '- m -7-l -2.06 x 10 ymoles-im -day p 2.46 x 10 ymoles-cells -day
0.45 yM K 0.45 yM
yM Ky yM
for Slopes of X vs S0 lines
0.087 D = 0.13 0.14
0.091 D = 0.40 0.15
0.087 D = 0.58 0.14
0.084 D = 0.86 0.23
for Slopes of X as D lines
0.083 S = 100 0.11
0
0.085 S = 80 0.11
0
0.076 S = 60 0.099
0
0.078 S = 40 0.10
0
for Intercepts of X vs D lines
0.085 S = 100 0.13
0
0.088 S = 80 0.13
0
0.083 S = 60 0.13
0
0.083 S = 40 0.12
0
0.059 for Slope of DQ vs Q line 0.020
0.080 for Intercept of DQ vs Q line 0.10
0,082 K Average 0.12
Table VIII
Computed Parameters for Droop's Cell Quota Model
3 -1X measured as u'm - Parameter X measured as cell - Z,
1.46 day 1  1.36 day 1
m
-9 -3 -1 -7 -1 -1
2.06 x 10 ypmoles-ym -day pm 2.46 x 10 ymoles-cells -day
























































































Computed Parameters for Equilibrium Model
X measured as um 3 1 Parameter X measured as cell - 2
-1 -11.46 day p' 1.36 day
m
1.62 x 109 pmoles P -3 Qm 1.89 x 10 pmoles - cell~1
















































































be equivalent to the other two was that the equilibrium constant be
equal to the half-saturation constant for uptake, This was assumed to
be the case and the literature value for the uptake half-saturation
constant was used for the equilibrium constant. As in the Droop model,
the y' value was obtained from the slope of the DQ vs Q graph and then
m
the values of the K 's calculated from the other slope and intercept
q
terms were compared to estimate the fit of the model to the data. The
calculated values for these parameters are given in Table IX, Since the
same growth equation was used as in Droop's model, the models are very
similar and the calculations for the kqIs can be seen to be identical.
Fit of Models to Data
As can be seen from the fair consistency of the calculated
values for the K 's in the externally controlled model and the Kq's in
the internal and pseudo equilibrium models, the experimental data are
satisfactorily fit by any of the three models with the calculated values
of the parameters. An interesting result is that the total cell volume
data from the Coulter Counter seems to be better fit by the models than
does the microscope cell numbers data. It is not known if this is due
to the fact that the various model parameters are more directly linked
to the total amount of cell material present rather than the number of
cells present or if the microscope counting technique is just less
accurate than the Coulter Counter. It is noted, however, that the
average cell size varied somewhat during the course of the experiment
and this could have caused the discrepancy. In the steady state chemo-
stat experiments the cells seemed to increase slightly in size with
increasing dilution rate, from about 180 pm 3/cell at the lowest dilution
rate to about 200 ym3 /cell at the highest. The main difficulty in
trying to calculate the kinetic parameters for the microscope data,
however, came in the combining of the batch and chemostat data. The
reason was that while the cells had an average size of about 190 Pm 3
cell in the chemostat experiments, they averaged about 120 pm 3/cell in
the batch culture experiments. The reason for this is not known but
one can envision for instance, that the maximum cell quota for a
190 Pm3 cell would be larger than the maximum acell quota for a 120 Pm3
cell. This difference would not show up when the measurement of cell
material was the total cell volume concentration.
In Tables VII - IX the most obviously bad data are the Kp's cal-
culated from the slopes of the DQ vs. Q lines especially when the cell
concentration is measured in units of cells - . The most important
parameter involved in this calculation is the ratio of the maximum
growth rate (p ) determined from the batch culture experiments to the
slope of the DQ vs. Q line determined from the chemostat experiments.
It is possible that the difficulty arises when the batch and chemostat
data are combined due to differing maximum growth rates caused by
slightly different light and/or temperature conditions even though an
effort was made to keep them the same. This, ratio is very sensitive to
differences in the maximum growth rates and this could result in the
large errors in the calculated Kyp's that is observed.
3.3 Future Work
Since it is not possible to distinguish between an externally or
internally controlled growth model for steady state chemostat or ex-
ponentially growing batch cultures, the next step in approaching this
question is to use more complex steady state or non steady state systems.
It is also important to test the pseudo equilibrium model proposed in
this paper for these more complex conditions to see if it can satis-
factorily simulate them. One possibility for future experiments might
be a spin filter continuous culture apparatus with a separate influent
line for the growth limiting nutrient. This setup increases the number
of independent variables over which the experimenter has control to
four since the influent rate of the growth limiting nutrient is inde-
pendent of hydraulic residence time and the concentration of the
cells in the effluent does not have to be the same as the concentration
in the bulk of the medium. The three conservation equations for this
system are:
dX
-- =x - DX (53)dt E
dS D S - DS - pX (54)dt No
a - p - (55)dt
where:
-l 3 -1
XE concentration of cells in effluent, cells - Cl, ym - , etc.
DN = dilution rate for growth limiting nutrient, day 1
At steady state the time derivatives go to zero and this set of equations
reduces to:
VX = DXE (56)
D S = DS + pX (57)
P = PQ (58)
The type of experimental work that could be done with this system
could include varying the effluent cell concentration for a constant
dilution rate to obtain a series of steady states, From equation (56)
it can be seen that this would have the effect of varying the growth
rate independently from the dilution rate. At each steady state the
cell quota can be measured and the growth rate computed to see if the
same type of p vs Q relationship is obtained as with a normal chemostat.
Experiments could also be run by varying the nutrient input rate at a
constant diluting rate and growth rate to find relationships between
the growth rate and substrate concentration.
A more complex set of experiments can be done using a non-steady
state continuous culture. An example of such experiments might include
varying the influent nutrient concentration in a sinusoidal fashion at
a constant dilution rate. For such an unsteady state system the three
conservation equations (1), (2), (3) cannot be simplified to permit
analytical solutions for the models and numerical solution techniques
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